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Our goal was to quantify and characterize how the collagen fiber crimp waviness of the lamina cribrosa
(LC) and peripapillary sclera (PPS) changes with intraocular pressure (IOP). Thirteen sheep (ovine) eyes
were immersion and perfusion fixed while maintaining IOP at 0, 10, 15, 20, or 50 mmHg. Coronal optic
nerve head (ONH) sections (30 mm) were imaged with polarized light microscopy (PLM) and analyzed
for collagen fiber orientation and waviness (SD of fiber orientation). In the LC, the waviness of every
LC beam was measured. In the PPS, at least 900 collagen bundles were measured per eye. Using the wavi-
ness at 50 mmHg IOP, we defined tissue-specific thresholds to determine the fraction of loaded or
recruited fibers. We found that fiber waviness decreased with IOP (P < 0.001). At every IOP, the waviness
of the collagen fibers, and the fraction of fibers recruited in the LC were smaller or equal than those of the
PPS (P < 0.001). At 15 mmHg IOP, both LC and PPS had ¾ recruited fibers and ¼ left in reserve. The
decreased waviness with IOP and associated fiber recruitment is experimental evidence of fiber-based
nonlinear biomechanical behavior of the ONH. At all IOPs the PPS had an equal or larger fraction of fibers
recruited than the LC. That both LC and PPS had the same fraction of recruited and reserve fibers at nor-
mal IOP suggests that this may be an optimal fraction of recruitment for healthy eyes. Whether this
extends to human eyes remains unknown.

Statement of significance

Collagen fibers exhibit a natural waviness or crimp that largely determine the nonlinear biomechanics of
soft tissue. Experimental measurements of crimp morphology in the sheep eye, and how it changes with
intraocular pressure (IOP), however, are exceedingly sparse. We quantified how posterior eye crimp
changes with increasing IOP. We found that the lamina cribrosa and peripapillary sclera have fundamen-
tally different crimp, and with increasing IOP, have different proportions of fibers that straighten, or get
recruited, versus remaining wavy, or in reserve. Interestingly, at physiologic IOP of 15 mmHg, both tissues
had about ¾ fibers recruited and ¼ fibers in reserve, indicating there may be an optimal fraction of fibers.

� 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction often more so than the chemical composition of the fibers [1–4].
Collagen is the main load-bearing component of the eye. The
collagen fiber organization and hierarchical architecture play a
central role in determining the mechanical behavior of soft tissues,
Characterization of the collagen organization and architecture in
the eye is therefore vital to understanding eye physiology, aging,
and certain diseases, such as glaucoma. While substantial attention
has been directed over the last two decades to characterizing ocu-
lar collagen anisotropy and the large scale nonlinear mechanical
properties of ocular tissues, very little is known about the
microstructural basis for the observed behavior. Thus, even though
it is well established that the tissues of the eye are nonlinear at the
macro scale, the underlying collagen characteristics that determine
this nonlinearity remain unclear. At the microstructural level, it
has been shown, by us [5,6] and others [7–10], that the collagen
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fibers of the eye exhibit natural undulations called crimp. Evidence
in other tissues suggests that crimp is the basis for the nonlinear
behavior observed at the macroscale, in a process of stretch-
induced stiffening called fiber recruitment (Fig. 1). Based on this
theory, Grytz and colleagues used inverse numerical models to
predict ocular collagen crimp characteristics [11–13]. Their mod-
els, while powerful, involve major assumptions on the collagen
crimp shape and recruitment with intraocular pressure (IOP), and
their predictions have not been validated.

We recently demonstrated that polarized light microscopy
(PLM) can be used to measure collagen fiber crimp characteristics
of the lamina cribrosa (LC) and peripapillary sclera (PPS) [5]. The
study, however, only considered IOPs below normal (0, 5 and 10
mmHg), and therefore did not provide information on normal or
elevated IOPs. In addition, because the study focused on collagen
crimp period, the information on stretch-induced uncrimping
and recruitment was limited, compared with other parameters
such as waviness [14,15]. To the best of our knowledge there are
no other experimental measurements of collagen fiber crimp in
the LC and PPS, or of the process of collagen fiber recruitment.

Our goal in this study was to quantify how ocular collagen
crimp changes as IOP increases. Specifically, we quantify LC and
PPS collagen crimp waviness at low, normal and elevated IOPs.
An experimental characterization of the tissue recruitment at the
microscale fiber-level is necessary to obtain a robust mechanistic
understanding of how ocular tissues respond to loading in health
and disease. Understanding uncrimping and recruitment is also
useful to develop more accurate constitutive models to describe
posterior pole tissue mechanics. Clinically, understanding how
crimp morphology affects tissue mechanics and response to loads
can augment our understanding of the biomechanical component
of ocular diseases, including glaucoma. This could potentially
impact diagnosis and treatment, for example through the detection
or modification of sensitivity to IOP.

2. Methods

2.1. Specimen preparation

Thirteen eyes from two year old sheep were obtained from a
local abattoir and processed within 24 h of death following the
Fig. 1. Idealized plots of force vs stretch differ for a fiber bundle versus multiple fiber bun
bundle is straight or recruited, the bundle becomes much stiffer, requiring more force to e
of slack are stretched together, the gradual straightening of the fibers creates a gradual, no
tissue. (Right) A fiber that is straightened is referred to as recruited. Conversely, a fibe
proportion of fibers recruited to those in reserve is directly related to the rate of recruit
process described elsewhere [5]. Briefly, the muscles, fat, and epis-
cleral tissues were carefully removed using a combination of scal-
pels, razors, and forceps. Eyes were kept in 1� phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) with pH 7.4 until fixation. The eyes were cannulated
through the anterior chamber and IOP set using a fluid column
(Fig. 2). The eyes were immersion and perfusion fixed in 10% for-
malin for, at least, 12 h while maintaining IOP at 0, 10, 15, 20, or
50 mmHg, with at least one eye per pressure. Normal physiologic
IOP in sheep is 10–15 mmHg [16]. Following fixation, the posterior
poles were excised using a trephine 11.5 mm diameter and
cryosectioned coronally into 30 mm thick slices. Due to the natural
variability in the shape, position and orientation of the LC and PPS,
as well as tilt during embedding and sectioning, some sections
show better the LC or the PPS. To ensure robust analysis we made
sure to have at least three good sections at the level of the LC and
three good sections at the level of the PPS for each eye. Only sec-
tions free of artifacts, such as folds, were chosen.
2.2. Imaging

The sections were imaged using PLM following previously
reported protocols [17]. Briefly, two polarized filters (Hoya, Tokyo,
Japan) were used, one as polarizer placed before the sample, and
the other as an analyzer placed after the sample. Four images were
captured using white light illumination, with filter orientations
rotated 45� between images. The relative changes in signal intensi-
ties at each pixel were used to compute local collagen fiber orien-
tation. An Olympus SZX16 microscope was used with an Olympus
DP80 camera (36-bit, RGB, pixel shift setting, Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan), a 0.6� reducer, and 0.8� objective (numerical aperture
0.12). Images with 20% overlap were acquired using a manual
stage, and stitched into mosaics using Fiji Is Just ImageJ (FIJI) [18].

To visualize the whole LC and scleral canal, 10–30 images were
captured of each LC section using the 11.5� magnification setting
on the microscope (0.37 mm/pixel). To visualize the PPS to the edge
of the section, 20–40 images were acquired of the sections at the
PPS level using the 4� magnification setting on the microscope (
1.08 mm/pixel). In a previous study we demonstrated that the ori-
entation information derived from PLM images are robust to
changes in microscope-camera pairings and magnifications [17].
dles. A fiber bundle is easy to stretch when it is crimped or wavy, however after the
longate the bundle. (Left) Whenmany crimped fiber bundles with different amounts
nlinear stiffening, where more and more force is required to continue stretching the
r that is not recruited, but would at higher stretch, is referred to as reserved. The
ment. Adapted from Jan et al. (2017) [5].



Fig. 2. Experimental setup for IOP control and globe fixation. IOP was set by controlling the height of a column of PBS from a reservoir. The system shown allows
simultaneous processing of six eyes. Through the control valves we could switch the PBS to fixative, while maintaining IOP and flow. Eyes were double cannulated through
the anterior chamber. Fixation is completed by also immersing the globes into fixative. The valve system also allows IOP monitoring through a sensor attached at the bottom
right.
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A lower magnification was used for the PPS to keep the number of
images necessary similar to the LC.

2.3. Measuring collagen crimp recruitment

The collagen of the eye has a hierarchical structure, with fibrils
forming fibers and fibers forming bundles. PLM is based on the
optical properties of the collagen molecules, and therefore it allows
accurate quantification of collagen orientation without the need to
resolve and distinguish fibrils, fibers, or bundles. PLM orientation
analysis is not dependent of identifying structure edges. In this
work, we measured the spatial distribution of collagen molecule
orientations along collagenous structures, and use these to deter-
mine waviness, and through the IOP-related changes of waviness
the recruitment.

Using FIJI, straight lines were placed manually on the images
along collagen bundles. When marking, attention was taken to do
this only on bright clearly visible bundles. This helped ensure that
the bundles were in the section plane, and minimize potential
effects of out of plane orientation [19].Wewere also careful tomark
only LC beams and not the tree-like ventral groove or vessel walls.
For each line, the PLM-derived collagen orientations of all the pixels
along the line were compiled. As a measure of crimp, we computed
the waviness for the line as the circular standard deviation of the
pixel angles. The wavier the fibers, the larger the spread of orienta-
tions, increasing the deviation and the waviness (Fig. 3). A useful
property of this method to compute fiber waviness is that it is
robust to the small deviations of measuring line orientation. The
waviness was measured for every LC trabeculae beam and for, at
least, 900 PPS collagen bundles per eye (Fig. 4). In preliminary tests,
we noticed that even at very high IOP levels (above 50 mmHg), the
collagen was not perfectly straight, with some residual waviness
due to curved bundles or beams, and fiber interweaving Quantify-
ing this residual waviness was not our goal in this work. We were
specifically focused on how the collagen crimp changes with IOP,
rather than how curved or interwoven the bundles were. Therefore,
based on the preliminary data observations, we defined tissue-
specific waviness recruitment thresholds as the 90th percentile
waviness in each tissue at 50 mmHg of IOP. If the waviness
decreased below the tissue threshold, the collagen fiber bundle
was considered recruited. To confirm that the results presented in
this work are robust to the threshold chosen for recruitment, we
varied the threshold for the PPS all theway down to 10th percentile.

2.4. Crimp visualization

Using previously reported methods, PLM images were further
processed to enhance visualization of the collagen fiber crimp



Fig. 3. Orientation maps of two trabeculae beams of the LC and the orientation distributions across lines (the white line segments) drawn along each beam. Waviness is
calculated using the circular standard deviation of the collagen fiber orientations through a fiber bundle. The histograms show the distribution of orientations of the pixels
under the line. In wavy crimped fiber bundles, the orientation distribution is more variable, resulting in larger waviness values (left) while in straight fibers, the distribution is
less variable, resulting in smaller waviness values (right).

Fig. 4. Manual markings of collagen bundles in images of the ONH used to measure waviness. Example energy image of a coronal section of the posterior pole centered on the
optic nerve head (left). Fiber distribution and orientation are best visualized using PLM-computed orientation with intensity scaled by energy (middle). Using manually
placed lines, we measured the waviness in the PPS (yellow) and the LC (green). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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and their recruitment [5]. Briefly, the difference between each pix-
el’s orientation and the average fiber orientation in its neighbor-
hood (4 pixel radius, 1.5 mm for LC and 4.3 mm for the PPS) was
calculated. The images were then pseudo-colored purple, if this
difference was positive, or yellow if the difference was negative
(Fig. 5). To aid visualization, pixel intensity was scaled by an ‘‘en-
ergy” parameter, previously described [17]. Briefly, energy mea-
sures the variations in pixel intensity with rotations of the
polarized filters. Energy is zero if there is no change of intensity,
such as outside of the tissue, and large when there is a substantial
change in signal with angle. Scaling the images by energy simpli-
fies discerning simultaneously the collagen crimp and tissue. A
crimped, unrecruited fiber shows discernible bands of purple and
yellow along the bundle. Uncrimped, recruited fibers do not have
discernible bands (Figs. 6 and 7). This visualization was especially
useful for discerning the variability in orientation remaining at ele-
vated IOP. (Fig. 7).
2.5. Statistical analysis

Linear mixed effect models accounting for correlations between
measurements from the same sections, eyes, and animals were
used to analyze how the waviness changed with pressure and
the difference in waviness between the LC and PPS at each IOP.
Descriptive statistical calculations such as angular mean and stan-
dard deviation were made using circular statistics [20]. All statisti-
cal analyses were done using R [21].



Fig. 5. Crimp visualization algorithm. A set of raw PLM images (top left) are used to calculate an orientation map (middle left). The orientations are further processed to
simplify visualization of the crimp using yellow/purple bands (bottom left). The middle column shows close-ups of the LC beam region outlined in the white box in the top
left panel. A kernel radius was defined (top right) and used to calculate the local average orientation (middle right). The center pixel was colored yellow or purple depending
on the relative orientation of the pixel relative to the average orientation within the local kernel region (bottom right). A neighborhood of 4 pixels is shown in the close up of
the orientation map and of the crimp visualization. The process is repeated for all pixels, then the pixel intensity scaled by the energy. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. The crimp visualization of a crimped fiber versus a straight fiber. Crimped, unrecruited wavy fibers (left) show changes in intensity in PLM images (top left), periodic
changes in color in orientation maps (middle left), and distinct purple and yellow bands (bottom left). Recruited, straightened fibers (right), on the other hand, show a
consistent intensity in PLM images (top right) and color in orientation maps (middle right), and patchy yellow and purple in the crimp visualization plot (bottom right). In
addition, the crimp visualization of straight fibers fail to show clear bands of purple and yellow. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Results

A total of 20,442 measurements of collagen crimp waviness
were collected, of which 13,565 were of PPS collagen bundles
and 6877 of LC beams across all eyes. From these measurements,
we quantified how the waviness of the fibers and percentage of
fibers recruited in the LC and PPS changed with IOP (Fig. 8). We
found that, while the exact fraction of fibers recruited varied with
threshold percentile, the patterns and trends of recruitment did
not change (Supplementary Material). The waviness’ of the colla-



Fig. 7. Crimp in LC at low and elevated IOPs. Using the crimp visualization technique described in Fig. 5 evidences clear differences in crimp between LCs of eyes fixed at low
(left) or elevated (right) IOPs. At 5 mmHg IOP, it is easy to distinguish across the whole LC periodic purple and yellow banding perpendicular to the LC trabeculae beams. In
contrast, at 50 mmHg IOP, the LC beams show patchy or noisy yellow and purple coloring, indicative of recruited fibers. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Waviness and recruitment in the LC and PPS. At each IOP, we obtained the distributions of the collagen waviness in the LC (red) and PPS (orange), represented here as
thin box plots. (left) The 25th to 75th percentiles of the waviness at each IOP were shaded to highlight the distinct differences between LC and PPS. The resulting recruitment
curves were also significantly different between LC and PPS (right). The LC consistently had lower waviness than the PPS and also reserved the same or a larger percentage of
fibers than the PPS at every IOP. At 15 mmHg both the LC and PPS had ¾ of their fibers recruited and ¼ in reserve. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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gen fibers in the LC and PPS were different, but had similar trends
with increases in IOP. At every IOP, the LC fibers were less wavy
than those in the PPS (P < 0.001) (Fig. 9) The fibers in the LC also
had smaller standard deviation of their waviness compared to
the fibers in the PPS at every IOP, indicating that waviness in the
LC was more uniform than in the PPS. The waviness threshold
above which a fiber was considered recruited was lower in the
LC (3.4�) than in the PPS (6.7�), indicating that at baseline pressure
the fibers in the LC are more straight than fibers in the PPS.

The recruitment curves for the LC and PPS were similar, but had
important differences. Recruitment in both tissues was faster at
lower IOPs (0–10, and 10–15 mmHg) than at higher IOPs (15–20,
and 20–50 mmHg) (P < 0.001). At low IOPs more sclera fibers were
recruited than LC fibers, such that at 10 mmHg about half of the
sclera fibers had been recruited, compared with only a third in
the LC. Between 10 and 15 mmHg, recruitment in the LC was faster
than in the PPS, such that, at 15 mmHg, 3/4 of the fibers were
recruited in both tissues, leaving a quarter of the fibers in reserve.
Further increasing IOP to 20 mmHg caused an increase in PPS
recruitment but a small decrease in the LC. These trends reversed
for IOP increases between 20 mmHg and 50 mmHg as there was
a slight increase in LC recruitment and a decrease in PPS
recruitment.
4. Discussion

Our goal was to quantify the changes in LC and PPS collagen
crimp waviness with IOP. Three main results arise from this work.
First, the waviness of the collagen fibers decreased with increasing
IOP. Second, at every IOP, the waviness of the collagen fibers in the
LC was smaller and less variable than that of the PPS. Third, the LC



Fig. 9. Crimp visualizations of LC and PPS at various IOPs. The LC trabeculae beams gradually lose their crimp with increasing IOP. At 50 mmHg IOP, essentially all LC beams
have been recruited. The PPS crimp gradually disappears with increasing IOP, though even at 20 mmHg IOP, some crimp is still apparent. Compared to the LC, the PPS had
wavier fiber bundles at the same IOPs. The waviness in the LC and PPS was generally less than 10�. Midgett et al. (2017) reported strains below 3% even at IOPs of 45 mmHg
which agrees with the small waviness we found for the LC [26]. For reference, in unpublished studies of sheep Achilles’ tendon, we found the average waviness to be greater
than 20�, which agrees with the large extensibility of tendon fibers.
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and PPS have different recruitment curves. Let us consider each of
these in turn:

The waviness of the collagen fibers decreased with increasing
IOP. The decreasing waviness with increasing IOP is consistent
with current theory of collagen fiber recruitment in soft tissues,
in which the fibers straighten with stretch to become recruited,
contributing to the local stiffening of the tissue. While this phe-
nomenon is well recognized in other tissues, like tendon and liga-
ment [22–24], this study is the first experimental evidence in the
posterior pole.

At every IOP, the waviness of the collagen fibers in the LC was
smaller and less variable than that of the PPS. These differences
in crimp morphology suggest that there are also distinct differ-
ences between the LC and PPS biomechanical properties. In other
tissues the variability of the crimp morphology is a major determi-
nant of how gradually the tissue stiffens under tensile load. In tis-
sues with uniform crimp morphology, fibers require the same
amount of stretch to straighten, resulting in a step recruitment
and a consequent sudden stiffening. Alternatively, in tissues with
variable crimp morphology, fibers require different amounts of
stretch to straighten, resulting in a gradual recruitment and stiffen-
ing. We have shown that the fibers of the LC have a somewhat uni-
form waviness at low IOPs, and a marked decrease in waviness
between 10 and 15 mmHg. The fibers of the PPS, in contrast, had
more waviness at low IOPs and a more gradual decrease in wavi-
ness from 0 to 20 mmHg. These results suggest that the LC stiffens
abruptly between 10 and 15 mmHg, whereas the PPS gradually
stiffens from 0 to 20 mmHg IOP. Experimental studies of ex-vivo
inflation have not reported a steep change in strain with increasing
IOP [25,26]. They observed a relatively smooth decrease in the IOP-
induced strains with IOP increases, consistent with the recruitment
reported in this work. Some of the differences could be due to dif-
ferent IOP levels studied, or could be inter-species differences.
Most importantly, the relationships between strain, stiffness,
recruitment, and IOP are complex, making it difficult to make a
direct quantitative comparison beyond the general trends of
increasing stiffness with IOP. Future studies could correlate strain
with changes in crimp and recruitment to elucidate the complexi-
ties of ONH mechanics.

It is important to note that the uncrimping or recruitment only
relates to the rate of stiffening with IOP, which may be very differ-
ent from overall tissue stiffness. The results above should, there-
fore, not be interpreted to mean that the LC is stiffer than the
sclera. This study provides data that helps explain how the com-
plex nonlinear properties of the LC and PPS arise from the collagen
fibers microarchitecture and morphology. In addition to fiber
uncrimping, other factors may affect overall tissue biomechanics,
such as fiber reorientation and the biomechanical properties of
the fibers themselves after straightening. Elsewhere, studies of col-
lagen suggest that straight collagen fibers have a response to
stretch that is close to linear up to the point of damage [1]. We
did not observe any clear fiber reorientations with IOP in the tis-
sues of the posterior pole are small, but a systematic study is
needed to fully account for these effects on the tissue properties.

The LC and PPS have different recruitment curves. At every IOP
an equal or larger percentage of the PPS fibers was recruited than
LC fibers. Because recruited fibers are the fibers that bear load, our
results reveal interesting information on the relative fraction of
potentially load-bearing fibers of each tissue that are bearing load.
At 10 mmHg, a low, but still physiologic IOP, twice as much of the
PPS (�60%) than of LC (�30%) participated in bearing loads. Inter-
estingly, at physiologic IOP of 15 mmHg, the same fraction (�3/4)
of LC and PPS fibers was recruited, keeping ¼ of their fibers
uncrimped as a reserve. This 3 to 1 ratio of loaded vs. reserved
fibers at physiologic IOP for both LC and PPS, may indicate a target
ratio where fibers of the LC and PPS have remodeled their crimp
morphology for optimal function in their typical biomechanical
environment. At IOP of 20 mmHg, at the upper edge of the normal
pressure range, we found that the PPS recruited more fibers
whereas the LC recruited less. This may be a protective mechanism,
whereby the PPS bears more load in order to relieve the LC and
protect the retinal ganglion cell axons. It is also possible that the
decrease is due to differences between eyes. Studies in other tis-
sues like arterial walls have shown similar unexplained trends
where the percentage of recruited fibers drops at high strains
[27]. Further studies are needed to understand the decrease in per-
centage of fibers recruited in the LC from 20 to 25 mmHg and in the
PPS from 20 to 50 mmHg.

The importance of collagen fiber crimp and recruitment in soft
tissue mechanics has been recognized for over 40 years by several
groups. The majority of studies have analyzed how crimpmorphol-
ogy changes with mechanical stimuli in tendon and ligament. In
1972, Diamant and colleagues quantified the crimp angle and per-
iod in tendon, and how much stretch was required to make a fiber
bundle straight, or recruited [28]. More recently, Hansen and col-
leagues quantified the collagen crimp period in tendon under
stretch while imaging using optical coherence tomography [23].
For ligaments, Thornton and colleagues used PLM and scanning
electron microscopy to calculate the percentage of crimped area
stretched in situ under different amounts of stress [24]. The crimp
period and angle were measured for a few fibers in each area and
the percentage of uncrimped area was used to track the collagen
crimp recruitment. Besides tendon and ligament, recruitment
curves have also recently been experimentally derived for arterial
tissue and used in microstructural fiber-based models to predict
tissue responses [27,29,30]. For example, a study by Hill and col-
leagues measured the collagen crimp tortuosity, the ratio between
a fiber’s arc length to its chord length using manual fiber tracings of
multiphoton images [27]. A collagen fiber was considered recruited
if the tortuosity of a fiber dropped below a certain threshold. Man-
ual measurements were used to fit a recruitment curve.

The importance of crimp and recruitment has likewise been
noted in the ocular biomechanics community, though there is a
significant lack of experimental data on collagen fiber crimp and
recruitment in the eye compared to other tissues. Grytz and col-
leagues predicted the collagen crimp microstructure in the cor-
neoscleral shell using stress-strain curves gathered from
mechanical tests and a constitutive model that assumed that all
collagen fibers within a tissue (i.e. cornea or sclera) had uniform
helical spring morphology [11,12]. In this model the shape of the
stress-strain curve could be determined by just the crimp angle
and the amplitude of the crimp relative to the fiber thickness.
The crimp angle determined the inflection point in the stress-
strain curve, while the amplitude relative to fiber thickness deter-
mined the nonlinearity of the curve. The model by Grytz and col-
leagues considered the nonlinearity of the stress-strain curve as
arising from fiber uncrimping, rather than recruitment. These are
related, but not the same. We have found direct experimental evi-
dence that the crimp morphology in the LC and PPS is highly inho-
mogeneous, and that both tissues gradually recruit their collagen
fibers with increasing IOP-induced stretch. Using inverse modeling
of the posterior pole Grytz and colleagues postulated that age-
related stiffening in the eye is due to a changing ground matrix,
though this has not been verified experimentally [31]. The connec-
tion between tissue stiffness and aging, and age-related diseases
underscores the importance of identifying the fundamental basis
for changes in tissue stiffness, and the need for experimental vali-
dation of theoretical predictions.

We recently quantified collagen crimp period and its spatial dis-
tribution in the LC and PPS at low IOPs [5]. Consistent with this
work, we found that crimp periods in the PPS were larger than in
the LC. In addition, in the PPS the period increased with distance
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from the canal, whereas within the LC the period did not vary sig-
nificantly. Liu and colleagues quantified crimp in the cornea using
transmitted electron microscopy (TEM), measuring the angle of
fibers in strips of cornea stretched uniaxially [32]. Others have
visualized the crimp in the eye using electron micrographs [7], sec-
ond harmonic generated (SHG) imaging [33], and magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) [10]. These studies, however, did not
quantify any crimp morphology.

Studies of collagen fiber architecture of the posterior pole have
typically focused on the organization at a scale larger than crimp
[6]. For example, for the LC, trabeculae beam and pore diameters
have been described using electron microscopy [34], histology
[35], second harmonic generated imaging (SHG) [36], and optical
coherence tomography (OCT) [37]. The sclera macro-scale aniso-
tropy has been quantified using small angle light scattering (SALS)
[38] and wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) [39–41] for the colla-
gen orientation, and polarization sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) for colla-
gen birefringence [42]. Accurate measurement of micrometer-
scale crimp properties, however, requires high angular and spatial
resolutions, otherwise the orientation informationwill encode both
anisotropy and crimp [43]. In addition, representative characteriza-
tion over the LC and PPS requires a wide field of view, and compara-
bility between tissues requires a sensitivity range spanning the low
density of the LC and the high density of the PPS. It is possible to
quantify crimp using other modalities. For example, SHG has excel-
lent specificity for collagen and can image areas with micrometer-
scale resolution. However, SHG protocols are more complex and
the system itself is substantially more expensive. Most current
methods of analyzing SHG images require resolving collagen fiber
edges for tracing or for gradient-based analysis [27,29]. In areas of
the ONH that have densely packed collagen with complex overlap-
ping structures, it becomes much more difficult to ensure there
are no artifacts. This is particularly difficult in areas with pigment
[44], where the power of the SHG laser also increases the likelihood
of thermal damage on the tissue. We have demonstrated that our
implementation of PLM does not have these limitations and is suit-
able for characterizing ocular collagen crimp, even in densely
packed areas with overlapping collagen fiber bundles [17].

In addition, sample preparation for PLM analysis of crimp is rel-
atively simple as the tissues can be visualized without the need for
dehydration, labels or stains, reducing tissue processing and the
likelihood of introducing artifacts, such as deformation. Dehydra-
tion, necessary for paraffin and plastic embedding, and for most
block-face imaging, causes substantial shrinkage of the tissues. Tis-
sue flattening via stress-relieving cuts, such as those used in some
studies with SALS or WAXS [38,39] could affect the collagen crimp.
These were not necessary for PLM of cryosections.

It is important to consider the limitations of our study together
with its strengths. The tissues used in this study were ex-vivo,
fixed in formalin, and cryosectioned, each of which could introduce
artifacts. In preliminary tests we tested fixing the eyes for 24 h, and
longer, and did not detect any differences. Nevertheless, it is still
possible that the tissues were not perfectly fixed by 12 h of forma-
lin. If so, some crimp could ‘‘reappear” when the fixation pressure
is removed, increasing the waviness observed at elevated IOP. We
have previously shown that the tissue processing steps have min-
imal effects on tissue size and shape [45]. The study was conducted
on sheep eyes from an abattoir. This is advantageous for a first
study of this type, as animals bred together for human consump-
tion may exhibit less inter-individual variations than human
donors would. Sheep eyes have a collagenous LC, but also have dis-
tinct structural differences from humans, potentially limiting the
application of our findings. Sheep LC have a thick tree-like ventral
groove in the ONH, which humans do not have and it is possible
that the crimp patterns we have found using sheep may not be
applicable to humans. In this work we analyzed only LC beams.
Though understanding sheep as an animal model is important,
measurements of crimp in other animals and humans are needed
to understand how their microstructural crimp changes with IOP.

Another limitation of our study was that we tracked changes in
collagen crimp using different samples for each IOP rather than
measuring the crimp in the same sample through different IOPs.
It is more akin to a cross-sectional than to a longitudinal study. It
is possible that the variability between eyes may influence the
recruitment trends observed, Future studies are necessary to con-
firm these trends, for example by using PLM to image fresh tissue
at various levels of stretch, tracking individual fibers in situ [46,47]
or using SHG [26,48].

Our measures of crimp waviness are based on the in-plane col-
lagen fiber orientation derived from 2D histological sections of the
ONH. The fiber orientation information can be biased depending on
the direction of sectioning. However, we section the ONH coro-
nally, which is the direction the ONH tissue experiences the major-
ity of the IOP-induced forces. Our measurements of collagen crimp
in the coronal plane would therefore be most relevant to the
biomechanics of the eye. To limit our study to the in-plane fiber
bundles from our coronal sections, we were careful to mark only
in locations with bright well-defined bundles that appear in the
section plane. In the LC, there are beams that can run oblique or
even perpendicular to our plane of sectioning. These bundles
would not be bright nor would they be well defined in our coronal
PLM images, and therefore would not be included in the analyses.
Future studies, should quantify the crimp changes with IOP in the
sagittal and axial planes. Alternatively, it may be possible to do a
full 3D analysis of crimp from coronal sections using more
advanced PLM analysis methods [19].

As mentioned previously, the waviness of the LC and PPS fibers
from eyes fixed at 50 mmHg IOP was used to determine the thresh-
old for recruitment. We assumed that at the very high pressure of
50 mmHg, the vast majority of the fibers have been recruited, so
any remaining waviness was not due to the collagen crimp. By
using a threshold less than the 100% percentile, this allowed us
to avoid considering beam or bundle curvature and interweaving
as waviness. We recognize that there is some degree of arbitrari-
ness in choosing the threshold percentile. Hence, we repeated
the recruitment analyses using a wide range of threshold per-
centiles. We found that, although the percentage of fibers recruited
changed with the threshold, the recruitment patterns for the LC
and PPS were very similar (Supplementary Material). Hence, we
conclude that our choice of threshold was not a determinant of
the result.

We analyzed the percentage of fibers recruited for eyes fixed at
0, 10, 15, 20, and 50 mmHg IOP. The pressures were carefully cho-
sen so that we could analyze the collagen crimp morphology in the
no-IOP, physiologic, slightly higher pressure than physiologic, and
extremely high pressure states. The lowest and highest pressure
states were used to quantify the crimp at its waviest and least
wavy. The three pressures in the middle were used to quantify
the crimp at the states we suspected most of the recruitment
would happen, which would be the transition from physiologic
pressure through slightly higher pressures. This set of pressures
provides a general shape of the recruitment curve. A more detailed
characterization of the recruitment curve would require more
pressures.

Collagen crimpwaviness is but one parameter of the crimpmor-
phology. There are other crimp characteristics that may also be
important in determining how the crimp changes with stretch.
For example, the amplitude, tortuosity, period, andmaximum devi-
ation angle can also be used to describe the crimp. In a previous
study, we quantified the collagen crimp period in the posterior pole
at low IOPs [5]. Grytz and colleagues predicted the maximum
deviation angle using inverse modeling [12], while Robertson and
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colleagues manually measured the tortuosity of the collagen fibers
from SHG images [27]. Each of these parameters may potentially
have different relationships with stretch. In addition, several other
factors also affect tissue stiffness and response to load, including,
but not limited to, fiber reorientation, fiber slip, tissue composition,
collagen type, proteoglycan content and distribution and the
amount and type of cross-linking between the fibers [1,22,49,50].
Therefore, studies considering additional tissue characteristics are
needed to fully characterize the tissue response to load. In this
studywe did not split the LC or PPS into regions. Thismay be impor-
tant and necessary to detect potential region-dependent variations,
which may be of importance for sensitivity to IOP or susceptibility
to disease [51].

An important goal of this work was to provide experimental
measures of crimp morphology to help drive fiber-based constitu-
tivemodel formulations for the posterior pole [13,52–54]. Although
we obtained recruitment curves with IOP, we did not measure the
stresses and strains within the LC and PPS. Our results will have
to be integrated with other studies to derive the constitutive
models.

In conclusion, we quantified the collagen crimp waviness in the
LC and PPS at a wide range of IOPs. We derived tissue-specific
recruitment curves and found that the LC and PPS have distinct
crimp distributions and recruitment behaviors. Our results suggest
that at a normal 15 mmHg of IOP, both the LC and PPS have about¾
of the collagen recruited or ‘‘bearing load” and about ¼ crimped or
‘‘in reserve” to bear loads and increase stiffness at higher IOPs.
The recruitment curves also suggest that there may be a protective
mechanismwhereby the PPS relieves some tension from the LC and
reduce the fraction of loaded fibers at elevated IOPs. Altogether, our
findings have demonstrated a strong link between the microstruc-
tural collagen crimp properties of the LC and PPS and IOP.
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